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Here is what is new in Fortnox: 
You can read more about the various new functionalities in the Release Document section of the 

Help Centre. 

The New User Interface 
 

Fornox gets a brand new look in our first step towards simplifying our 
menus! 
Read more about the new features  in the attached Release notes. And see the films on our 
website. 

New in Time 
 

Mobile Notes 
It is now possible for the user to enter comments when reporting Time and Expenses via the 

Mobile App.  All comments entered in the application can be viewed in the mobile app and those 

entered in the mobile app can be viewed in the application. 

Where:   Mobile Time/Time  

Status Column in Reports 
When you run a Time Report for Week Sum or Day Sum, you now have the option to include a 

Status column to show whether a time entry is submitted, not submitted or approved. 

Where:  Time Reports 

New in Sales
 

Possibility to Preview Reminders 
A preview button has been added to the reminder view  offering you the  possibility to preview 

your reminders without affecting the reminder count. 

Where: Sales - Reminders 
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New in Purchases
 

PO Template update 
In the new default Purchase Order printout  template, the  Invoice address is now the Supplier's 

Address (on the left) and the Delivery Address  (on the right) is  Our Delivery Address. 

Where:  
Purchases - Purchase Order  
Purchases - Purchase Order - Print 

New in Accounting 

 

Banking 
Several new functionalities have been added to Banking: 

- You can now reconcile customer and supplier invoices and create payments from your 

bank statement, as well as reconcile journals and your bank accounts, and create journals 

directly from your uploaded bank statements. 

- You can now even view your account statement in Fortnox. 

Where:  Accounting - Banking 
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